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front mission evolved last stand

Wrong! I am a Banana.

'Lies'/10. A must watch for all the cs go fans out there.. Highly recommended. This game has a lot of potential. I actually like
the sword, locomotion, and concept. The gameplay, animation, graphics, story, and everything else really needs work. This game
is super, super beta right now.. It is a fun and beautify vr arcade shooter with a variety of character types and weapons. I look
forward to seeing this continue to evolve.

Updated: Dead game. Developer didnt finish it - dev stopped about a year ago.. 20 bucks for this...mess. No, sorry. The graphics
are drab and dreary...the sounds are weak, the controls are...wonky and really take some time to even somewhat get used to. The
music could just as well not exist. The menu title is great...got this noir feeling to it, but the actual level music? A snoozefest.
The idea of riding a motorcycle in a 2.5D sidescroller into battle is interesting, the execution is lacking though. It's got no soul,
no vibe. The voice acting is also just there...to be there I guess. German translation is not bad though. A shame really.
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This game has a lot of potential but unfortunately its dead. Ive never seen an actual lobby (only played a few times with friends).
Just take a look at the steam forums; on average 1 post a month and its some lonely person asking if anyone else still plays this
game. They dont get their response until the next month when the next unfortunate is asking the same, only person number 1 has
already given up. (Also try finding someone that speaks the same language, haha).

I can only reccomend buying this game if you have friends that play or maybe you gift it to them I dont know. Its dead.

The whole idea of the game is great and tons of fun! Its just unfortunate that... its dead.. I originally tried the demo of this game
and thought the first ''Level'' was pretty cool. Its very simple but it just feels so lacking. For example, i couldn't remember
something simple like info about meadows and how certain things affect animals coming. So half way through the second game
i was confused. Forget wtf i was supposed to be doing. Ended up dying and feeling frustrated as there's no in game info you can
bring up to refresh yourself. It feels clunky when my horse wont eat. Even though im clicking it to eat -_-
The way the info on things comes up feels slow and a pain in the butt. You have to be literally sitting still on the building for like
5 seconds for its info to pop up.

It is so freaking boring when your playing blind. (It hand holds you for the first 5 minutes then dumps you and your like wtf?) It
would be so much better if in the first levels each time a new building or ''thing'' happens then it gives you a little cinematic or
run down of what this is, what it means or does for you.

I got this thinking it would have been bumped up a little in the aspects i mentioned but it hasn't. Its the same.

If you want to keep it simple it needs to at least grip you or tell you what does what so you can enjoy it xD

. This Chinese anime is only propaganda for schools in China

+Chinese anime
+educative?
-friendzone. Looks like it would be fun. Combat sucks.. Tiny Build had recently told me they were sending me out a code for
Dungelot but as I hadn’t asked for it I really wasn’t too bothered, so when it arrived I thought I’d take a look but I still wasn’t sure
if I’d write a review. I’m not big on games that move over from the mobile platform to PC as nine times out of ten they just
don’t work for me. Dungelot has been a pleasant surprise in this respect, it’s not all that bad.
 Dungelot is described as a hybrid between a dungeon crawler and minesweeper and it’s a pretty accurate description, but it’s far
deeper than that. The game is played on a 5x5 grid that’s covered with rocks, as you uncover each square you might find one of
a few things. Items, food, enemies or the dungeon key which is perhaps the most important thing, as opening the door to the
dungeon takes you to the next floor. Enemies will restrict you from uncovering the squares around them until they are defeated
but don’t be tricked into taking on every enemy as this is a quick way to die, rather avoid it if you can. Food is needed for
progression as moving to another floor with no food will give you a penalty to your health and items offer a range of benefits to
the player like bombs to fight enemies or buff giving potions. Items used correctly can be a life saver and you quickly learn to
manage your inventory to match your style of play.
 The game also has a selection of mini games and diversions to partake of which pop up as you quest, these are a nice little extra
that keeps things fresh. All in all it’s an enjoyable experience to play with a fair bit of humour in the narrative too and while I’m
not a huge fan of puzzle games which I would consider this to be I have found myself playing quite regularly. It also helps that
the art is pretty good in its cutesy anime style, I’m a sucker for good artwork.
 The heart of Dungelot is a mobile game no doubt, but it’s not a mobile game that needs you to keep playing every hour to
collect something or do something, there aren’t even micro-transactions and this helps to make the experience a pleasurable one.
I’m not being forced to play or strong armed into spending money, I can hop in as and when I please and have a quick blast. It
doesn’t matter if I played an hour ago or a week, which probably makes me play it even more.
 It’s not a hard game to understand, it’s a simple puzzle game that’s all about having a bit of fun. It’s enjoyable and the fact it
came out on mobile first really doesn’t matter as this is just a puzzle game that happens to have been on mobile, it looks great
and plays great on PC instead of being a bad port of a bad game which is what I’ve come to think of when I talk about mobile
ports. There’s no earth shattering graphics or gameplay that reinvents the wheel, it’s a colourful, bright and fun little game that I
highly enjoyed.
. Big NO for NerO.. 2003 Delta Force Black Hawk Down
Reality 4/10
Graphics(High) 4/10
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Fun 5/10
Weapon Reality 5.5/10
Multiplayer 0/10 (ping rip)
Open world 2.5/10
Military 4/10
Resolution max 1024×768 (not full screen)
The third favorite among Delta force series hoho
I think that people who like military are good XD
I have played this game in 2007 XIXI. They do a good job of making a fairly decent game. Combat has been a bit on the simple
side, and seems really easy, but it's not bad to just kill some time grinding at least. The spritework isn't exactly the best but it's
better than most other lewd rpgs by a wide margin, though I wish the enemies were animated as well.

Gamewise, it's a fairly simple but kidna fun jrpg feeling game with a somewhat easy but at least interesting gameplay loop.

There are some, uh, oddities. They may not be a problem for some folk and though I feel that they detract from the game, it's
not enough to not recommed it to anyone else looking for a lewd-adjacent rpg.

1) Uh, the girl's faces are extremely unsettling. Especially Sary's. Creepy eyes and monster-like mouths. I feel like the artist
might have been trying to draw up some kind of lovecraftian body-doubles before getting told to redirect towards normalish
women. Maybe it's just me. But it leads into the second issue...

2) Perspective jankery. The game jumps you from playing the protagonist girl doing her thing and interacting with everyone in
normal 3rd-person game style and then with whiplash speed to some faceless weirdo person speking and thinking in 1st person
and who, from what I have seen, is completely irrelevent and the game could have done entirely without. As a "bonus," with the
DLC I assume, you get to enjoy staring into the deeply unnerving gazes of the girls while they do lewd things to this person
because you're stuck with their point-of-view.

Still though, maybe the creepiness adds to the, uh, charm. Still recommend because it is easily one of the better adult rpgs on
Steam right now.. You can choose not to start playing the story of the game and you get an achievement for it. 10/10

Loved the first episode and got nothing less from this one.
Witty, stupid, fun. Item descriptions are even more ridiculous.
More silly characters and enemies.
And the graphics are even better, too!
Thoroughly examine the binocerus testicles. Don't forget.. It was like watching the sunset
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